Category: SAFETY
  – Tool and Machine Safety

• Individual Work:

• Time: 2:00

• Task:
  – Logon and complete the assigned LAB
Category: Tool & Equipment Operation
  - Checking Machine Guards
  - Checking Interlocks & Emergency Stop Controls
  - Checking Alarms, Safety Valves, & Rupture Disks

Process:
  - Class

Time: :00

Task:
  - Read MA pg. 157-168
  - Class Discussion after each section
TOOL SAFETY & MAINTENANCE

• Tool-Related Safety
  – Tool Hazards
  – Cut Points
  – Crush Points
  – Pinch Points
  – Wrap Points

• Safety Systems
  – Guards
  – Interlocks
  – Simultaneous Control Devices
  – Safety Valves
  – Fuses and Circuit Breakers
  – Emergency Stop Buttons
TOOL SAFETY & MAINTENANCE

- Lockout/Tagout
  - Process prevents machine from starting or releasing energy while being repaired or maintained

- Safety Sensors & Alarms
  - Warning systems to alert you to danger
    - Trip Devices
    - Alarms

- Ergonomics
  - The science of designing and arranging things people use

- Preventing Arm & Hand Injuries
- Preventing Leg & Back Injuries
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